
Sg�. Pepperon� S Men�
21 N 1st St, Bayfield, USA, BAYFIELD, United States

+17157790153 - https://greunkesinn.com/sgt-pepperonis-pizza/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Sgt. Pepperoni S from BAYFIELD. Currently, there are 15
dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Sgt. Pepperoni S:
very good large vegetable pizza. square cut so perfect for a group. good spread of sweet with cheese. sauce not

to see. pizza was ready for picking up. I would definitely visit again read more. The restaurant also offers the
possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in beautiful weather, And into the accessible rooms also come guests

with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Steve Day doesn't like about Sgt. Pepperoni S:
This review is not for the pizza or service it's about the fact that they make no effort to change their hours of

operation on Google which is super easy to do). We were in town for a cruise and were planning pizza here after
a googling pizza around. After walking 3 blocks we were welcomed with a locked door and no one in sight when
their hours of operation showed open 2-9...this was at 3:15. Just make a little effor... read more. Sgt. Pepperoni
S from BAYFIELD is the perfect place if you want to sample delightful American dishes like burgers or barbecue,

Don't miss the chance to eat the delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an traditional way.
Furthermore, they offer you tasty seafood menus, You'll find tasty South American dishes also on the menu.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER
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PEPPERONI PIZZA
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